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Mies’s Opaque Cube:
The Electric Utilities Pavilion at the 1929 Barcelona
International Exposition

laura lizondo sevilla
Universitat Politècnica de València

The pavilion that Ludwig Mies van der Rohe de-
signed for Germany’s Electric Utilities at the 1929
Barcelona International Exposition was white on

the outside and paneled on the inside (Figure 1). Bare on the
outside, dressed on the inside. Tangible on the outside, virtual
on the inside. A magical, opaque box filled with a surprising
world of illusion featuring the latest technology of that time.
Finite on the outside, “infinite” on the inside. A dihedron out-
side, blurred boundaries inside. This opaque cube was the only
building that Mies built as a solid, closed unit, the only build-
ing he created in which the nature of the materials employed
was entirely hidden, inside and out.1 It is a virtually forgotten
building that, despite seeming to be the exception that proves
the rule, Mies used to experiment with a variety of concepts
that he subsequently featured in his American buildings.

Architecture of this kind finds “its way into ‘how we as a
rule see, feel, perceive, imagine, and understand’ and is thus
an integral part of a coherent interpretation of the world and
of ourselves.”2 In these terms, Fritz Neumeyer describes the
ways in which the architect’s work affects how humans expe-
rience the world. Within this conception, architecture—in
the sense of both an art form and a language—is regarded as
a vehicle for meaning, a way of building spatial experiences
sufficiently powerful to make people connect with their inner
selves.

Neumeyer, noted for his deep-rooted philosophical criti-
cism ofMies’s work and thought, explains the spatial quality of
Miesian buildings on the basis of the sensory and intellectual

experience they inspire in the spectator-inhabitant.3 As Neu-
meyer describes it, a semiopen, semiclosed, fluid space was
typical of Mies’s works in Germany. This type of space blurs
spatial boundaries, confusing the senses and forming areas that
seem to change constantly. According to Neumeyer, the be-
holder’s perception changes, not the space. The individual’s
physical movement breathes meaning into the awareness of
architectural space.4

In his Berlin period, Mies experimented with blurring ar-
chitectonic boundaries in his “paper buildings’’ and his works
for exhibitions.5 He managed to eliminate spatial constraints
to a considerable extent by toying with the visual and con-
structive properties of materials, as he did in the Glass Room
for the exhibition The Dwelling (Stuttgart, 1927). He created
interconnected, geometric spaces, as in the Velvet and Silk
Café for the exhibition Women’s Fashion (Berlin, 1927). He
produced a mazelike movement delimited by an open plan, as
in the German Pavilion for the 1929 Barcelona International
Exposition and the Exhibition House for The Dwelling in Our
Time (Berlin, 1931). At the same time that Mies worked on
the concept of a fluid space, he researched the sensations
caused by a sealed, empty space. He developed this aspect in
the Electric Utilities Pavilion (also known as the Electricity
Supply Company Pavilion), a remarkable project that I call
“Mies’s opaque cube.”

My study of this unique Miesian project was far from an
easy matter.6 Extant original documentation is very scarce
and is found in just four sources. The first source consists of
five photographs: three by Wilhelm Niemann, the owner of
Berliner Bild-Bericht, one of Berlin’s leading advertising
agencies in the 1920s; one taken by E. Blum and published
in Die Linse, September 1929; and one found in technical
brochures about linoleum produced by the company
Deutsche Linoleum-Werke AG. The second source is the
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correspondence between Mies and Fritz Schüler, the engineer
who contributed to the interior design of the pavilion, which is
now housed in the Mies van der Rohe Archive at New York’s
Museum ofModern Art. The third source consists of the occa-
sional passing references to the ElectricUtilities Pavilion found
in the official journal of the Barcelona Exposition,Diario Oficial

de la Exposición Internacional de Barcelona 1929–1930, copies
of which are housed in the Biblioteca Nacional de España.7

The last surviving source is the official catalogue of the pavilion,
titled La Economía Eléctrica en Alemania/Deutschlands Elektrizi-
tätswirtschaft/Electricity Supply in Germany, which provides little
information about the architecture of the building.8

Figure 1 Ludwig Mies van der Rohe, Electric Utilities Pavilion, Barcelona International Exposition, 1929 (photo by Berliner Bild-Bericht; Klassik

Stiftung Weimar, Bauhaus Museum, loan from a private collector; © Mies van der Rohe, VEGAP, Spain, 2017).
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Apart from these documents, none of the original plans or
drawings of the building have survived, nor are any reproduc-
tions of its plan known to have been published. Nor is there
any record of any verbal or written mention of this building
by Mies himself. The pavilion, practically hidden between
the Communications and Transport Palace and the Textile
Industry Palace, went unnoticed by the architecture critics of
the time. An ephemeral building designed, built, and demol-
ished in a short space of time, the Electric Utilities Pavilion,
despite being loaded with meaning, was discreet. It provided
outward sobriety for a container designed to showcase the
greatness of Germany’s electrical industry. It was architecture
as a vehicle for an idea. The pavilion’s scale and opacity pro-
vided proportions and form in keeping with its setting, which
included the Communications and Transport Palace and the
Textile Industry Palace built alongside it. This is scant mate-
rial indeed, but enough to reexamine the part played by this
forgotten, opaque cube in the architecture of Ludwig Mies
van der Rohe.

History of the Commission

It is very curious how buildings come to pass. Germany had the
task of putting on an exhibition at Barcelona. One day I
received a call from the German Government. I was told that
the French and the British would have a pavilion and Germany
should have a pavilion too. I said: “What is a pavilion? I haven’t
the slightest idea.” I was told: “We need a pavilion. Design it,
and not too much class!” I must say it was the most difficult
work which ever confronted me, because I was my own client;
I could do what I liked. But I did not know what a pavilion
should be. Looking back over all these years I can remember it
very well. It was strange.9

This is howMies remembered his immediate reaction when he
was commissioned to design a pavilion to represent Germany
at the 1929 Barcelona International Exposition, a building now
often simply called the Barcelona Pavilion. He described it as
a challenge, a fast, low-budget, emblematic project with no
program that came about at the last minute in competition
with other countries.Mies’s first commission from theGerman
government for the Barcelona exposition, however, was not
the pavilion to represent Germany, but the design and staging
of the German industry exhibits and a trade pavilion for
Germany’s electrical industry.10

Mies’s success as the organizer and designer of the 1927
Weissenhof exhibition in Stuttgart was a decisive factor in
his appointment to design the German contributions to the
Barcelona International Exposition. In addition, his architec-
ture embodied the image that Germany wanted to convey to
the world: that of a prosperous, culturally productive country
whose society championed the new values of modernity.
Mies’s commitment to modern architecture and progress

tallied perfectly with the government’s aim to play a leading
role in this exhibition that would be equivalent to Germany’s
early twentieth-century prominence in technology, the arts,
sciences, and thought.11

Mies’s correspondence and the dates of his drawings re-
veal that he accepted the commissions enthusiastically and
with remarkable speed. The decision of the German govern-
ment to build a ceremonial reception area for its industrial ex-
hibits was made as late as the summer of 1928, and the first
drawings found in the MoMA Mies van der Rohe Archive
date from early November of that year.12 In a short space of
time he produced myriad drawings for both the Barcelona
Pavilion and the industrial exhibition halls. Mies did not work
alone, however. A good deal of the credit given to Mies for
this exhibition was due to the designer Lilly Reich. Reich was
a well-known designer of interiors and exhibitions who had
been a member of the German Werkbund since 1912. She
worked in close conjunction with Mies from 1926 onward,
until Mies immigrated to the United States in 1937.13 In her
capacity as the artistic director of the industry exhibits, Reich
freedMies from building them and fitting them out, allowing
him to concentrate on designing the items requiring more
architectural skill—that is, the pavilions. Reich managed and
organized the selection of products submitted by more than
three hundred companies, arranged the location of each
product, and designed every layout, including much of the
display equipment itself. In other words, she was responsible
not only for the overall structure and design of the display
stands but also for their details, which entailed the choices of
materials, colors, and finishes.

Reich worked on exhibitions and other designs with Mies
for more than a decade. During that period, Mies theorized
and experimented with the fundamental concepts that marked
his subsequent architectural strategies. To that end, he used
exhibitions as project workshops in which he could actually
build his architectural ideas, unfettered by the inherent con-
straints of permanent architecture. His professional relation-
ship with Reich was fruitful, resulting in a total of more than
eighty exhibition projects.14 Despite the importance of this
professional relationship, few critics have taken a close look at
how Reich may have influenced Mies, it being far more usual
to consider Mies’s influence on Reich. A brief look at their
individual careers reveals basic events of interest. In 1926,
the year that they began working together, Mies’s career
blossomed. Until then, he had not worked on exhibitions,
whereas Reich had already designed several showcases and
had organized and designed more than a dozen exhibitions.15

The only time thatMies and Reich worked together phys-
ically in the same place was at the Barcelona International Ex-
position. Although they worked with each other for ten years,
they maintained separate offices. According to an employee
inMies’s office, Sergius Ruegenberg, the industry exhibits for
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Barcelona were developed in office space that Mies rented in
a building next to his permanent office.16 This new studio
was called the Barcelona International Exposition 1929,
Construction Department of the German General Com-
missioner, as can be seen on the stationery used for corre-
spondence during the design and construction phases.17

Altogether,Mies and Reich designed twenty-seven exhibition
areas for the Barcelona exposition: the national pavilion, the
trade pavilion, and twenty-five industry exhibits in thematic
areas shared with other countries (Figure 2). It is clear that
Mies designed the pavilions himself—apart from the interior
design of the Barcelona Pavilion, which he did in association
with Reich, and the interior design of the Electric Utilities
Pavilion, which he coproduced with Fritz Schüler—but it is
not possible to determine how much he contributed to the
design of the display stands. The official catalogue of the ex-
position and most of its official gazettes make no mention of
Reich’s contribution in Barcelona, unlike the official German
catalogue and most of the local and international press re-
leases of that time. Architectural criticsMatildaMcQuaid and

Sonja Günther believe the stands were mainly the work of
Reich and thatMies contributed only to the Hackerbräu beer
exhibit, the German textile exhibit, and the German chemis-
try exhibit.18

Not just the literature, but also graphic documents, in-
cluding photographs and film images of that period, confirm
that the trade exhibits were designed by Mies and Reich
working as a team. Photographs taken on 26 May 1929, the
day of the opening ceremony of the Barcelona Pavilion, show
Mies (but not Reich) with the German ambassador, Johannes
Welczeck, and the king and queen of Spain, Alfonso XIII and
Victoria Eugenia de Battenberg. Mies and Reich did, how-
ever, both attend the opening of the trade exhibits: they can
be seen behind the royal entourage in a film (now housed in
the Catalonia Film Archive) shot on the opening day of the
German exhibits (Figure 3).19

The extant documentation does not saywhether Lilly Reich
helped design the Electric Utilities Pavilion. The evidence
merely shows that it was designed byMies in conjunction with
the engineer Fritz Schüler, as revealed by correspondence

Figure 2 King of Spain, Alfonso XIII (center), and German ambassador Johannes Welczeck (back to the camera) visit the German aerial

communication display, designed by Ludwig Mies van der Rohe and Lilly Reich, at the German trade exhibits, Barcelona International Exposition,

1929 (photo by Gaspar-Sagara and Torrents; Josep Maria Sagarra i Plana collection, Arxiu Nacional de Catalunya; © Generalitat de Catalunya).
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between Mies and Schüler. Although Reich may have influ-
enced Mies’s interior decorating—regarding, for example, his
choices of fabrics, furniture, colors, and so on—there is no indi-
cation that she contributed to the architectural design of the
building itself.20

Structure of the 1929 Barcelona Exposition Site
The Barcelona International Exposition took place from 19
May 1929 to 15 January 1930. Rather than proposing an
enlargement of the existing city of Barcelona, the urban plan-
ning of the exhibition entailed the creation of a new urban
hub quite a distance from the city’s historical center. The re-
sulting 118-hectare exhibition site became a new, emblem-
atic, and monumental area of the city. The location chosen

was Montjuïc, a rugged and undeveloped mountain that the
public regarded as the Acropolis of Barcelona, “the free
mountain . . . a garden overlooking the Mediterranean which
is our spiritual life, our sanctuary,” as the official guide de-
scribed it.21 The decision to build the exhibition on the city’s
highest point made Barcelona the first city to host a universal
exposition on a site that was not flat. Jean-Claude Nicolas
Forestier, in association with Nicolau Maria Rubió i Tudurí,
carried out the hillside development.22 The exhibition center
itself was built according to an urban planning project drawn
up by the Catalan architect Josep Puig i Cadafalch, one of
the last proponents of Spanish modernism and a pioneer of
noucentisme.23

Puig i Cadafalch’s layout, influenced by Otto Wagner’s
Artibus project for fin de siècle Vienna, included the

Figure 3 Top: Ludwig Mies van der Rohe

(center right), speaking with King Alfonso XIII of

Spain (center left), German ambassador Johannes

Welczeck (back to the camera), and the queen of

Spain, Victoria Eugenie of Battenberg, on the

occasion of the opening ceremony of the German

Pavilion, Barcelona International Exposition, 26

May 1929 (photo by Brangulí; Brangulí [Fotògrafs],

Arxiu Nacional de Catalunya; © Generalitat de

Catalunya). Bottom: Mies and Lilly Reich at the

opening of the German trade exhibits, Barcelona

International Exposition, 1929 (film stills by Ramón

de Baños; Exposición Internacional de 1929,

Filmoteca de Catalunya, Arxiu Històric de la Ciutat

de Barcelona; © Arxiu Històric de la Ciutat de

Barcelona).
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construction of a symbolic promenade along the bisection of
the angle betweenGran Via and Via Paral·lel, two of the most
important avenues in Barcelona (Figure 4). This monumental
axis aimed to give passersby a new scale with its generous
width and sections on different levels, in keeping with the
baroque tradition for buildings on slopes, culminating in a
central palace topped by a dome. The promenade was crossed
by a main road running between two distinct areas: the lower
area of the mountain, designated for the official section (the
location of the exhibition palaces), and the upper area, to be
occupied by the international section (i.e., the representative
pavilions of other countries and trade pavilions) (Figure 5).24

The lower area began at Plaza de España, a square built by
Puig i Cadafalch and Guillem Busquets in 1915 but actually
designed by Idelfons Cerdà in 1895 as part of the ensanche (en-
largement) intended to be a thoroughfare linking Barcelona to
neighboring towns. Subsequently, and also in 1915, Puig i
Cadafalch and Busquets designed a circular monumental en-
semble for the plaza positioned around a semicircular baroque
colonnade (Figure 6). From Plaza de España, visitors pro-
ceeded along Avenida de América past the main exhibition
palaces to Plaza de la Mecánica at the bottom of the hill. Situ-
ated in the middle of this square were the Torre de la Luz
(Tower of Light) and the famous Fuente Mágica (Magic
Fountain) of Montjuïc designed by Carles Buïgas, with its en-
tertaining illuminated water jets—a living reminder even to-
day of the 1929 exposition (Figure 7). The upper part of the
exhibition center was reached by a flight of steps to the Palau

Nacional and Avinguda dels Montanyans, a thoroughfare per-
pendicular to the promenade leading to the international sec-
tion. This was the area where most of the pavilions were
located, together with buildings intended for use by the gen-
eral public, such as theOlympic Stadium, the Foixarda fun fair,
and the Spanish Town exhibit.

The main features of Puig i Cadafalch’s urban planning
were the exedra colonnade that concealed the irregular angles
formed by the intersection of old and new roads, the prome-
nade, and Avinguda dels Montanyans, the thoroughfare that
connected and highlighted the status of the monumental
buildings—the palaces—on the lower area of Montjuïc and
the less imposing popular buildings—the pavilions—on its
upper slopes. The differences between the palaces and the
pavilions went beyond merely their typologies. The palaces
housed exhibits of industrial products from the participating
nations, while the pavilions represented countries, institu-
tions, or societies. The organization of the exposition site
conveyed the different conceptions of the two typologies.

The first difference was one of scale and impact on the
urbanized area. The palaces were large buildings covering
between 5,000 and 30,000 square meters (Figure 8).25 The
size and monumental nature of these buildings made them
extremely prominent in the exhibition center. Their impor-
tance depended not so much on their individual image or
style but rather on the sequential rhythms of space and com-
position that they created in the urban area of the exhibition
itself. Therefore, the main lines of the palaces formed the

Figure 4 Josep Puig i Cadafalch, urban planning project for Montjuïc, Barcelona, 1917 (Ajuntament de Barcelona: Q162 Planimetria; © Ajuntament

de Barcelona).
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Figure 5 Josep Puig i Cadafalch, plan of the Barcelona International Exposition, 1929 (Plans, Arxiu Historic Ciutat de Barcelona; © Arxiu Historic

Ciutat de Barcelona).

Figure 6 Josep Puig i Cadafalch and Guillem

Busquets, Plaza de España, 1915, view during the

Barcelona International Exposition, 1929 (photo by

J. S. Villanueva; Fuerzas Eléctricas de Cataluña,

S.A.; © Fondo Histórico de Endesa).
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central axes around which the exhibition was organized
(see Figure 5). The pavilions, on the other hand, were much
smaller buildings representing countries or companies, and
their urban layout was sometimes not well structured (Fig-
ure 9). The pavilions not situated in the international sec-
tion were located in the spaces left over between the
exhibition palaces. Far from being a minor detail, this led to

designs for many pavilions that treated them as isolated and
formally independent objects, commensurate with their
programs but paying little attention to the surrounding ar-
chitecture and planning.

In addition to these differences of form, the palaces and
pavilions had disparate functions.Whereas the palaceswere de-
signed as neutral containers to house items of various types and

Figure 7 Carles Buïgas, FuenteMágica and Torre

de la Luz, Barcelona International Exposition, 1929

(photo by Ramon Claret and Joan Bert; Bert i Claret

[Fotoperiodistes], Arxiu Nacional de Catalunya;

© Generalitat de Catalunya).

Figure 8 Amadeu Llopard and Alexandre Soler i March, Palace of Metallurgy, Barcelona International Exposition, 1929 (photo by Ramon Claret and

Joan Bert; Bert i Claret [Fotoperiodistes], Arxiu Nacional de Catalunya; © Generalitat de Catalunya).
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provenances, the pavilions were designed in response to their
specific exhibits. Consequently, the contents of the pavilions
were controlled precisely, and the designs of these buildings
were linked from the outset to the messages the organizers
wanted to convey. These pavilions had a certain coherence
between container and contents, outside and interior, and lan-
guage and message.

This differentiation of function and language evokes a third
variation. The two types of buildings differed greatly in regard
to technology and materials. The palaces were not temporary
buildings, but were made of permanent and unchanging mate-
rials able to give shape to the sense of monumentality. Indeed,
most of these palaces still exist today and continue to operate in
ways similar to their original functions. The pavilions, however,
were designed within a framework of material and concep-
tual experimentation, an inherent characteristic of ephemeral
buildings. Since the intention was to dismantle these buildings

shortly after the end of the exhibition, more daring, imagina-
tive, and groundbreaking architecture could be employed.

The pavilions themselves were of two types: those repre-
senting countries, the national pavilions, and those represent-
ing companies or industries, the trade pavilions. Generally, the
national pavilions featured avant-garde but moderate architec-
ture reminiscent, in some instances, of the vernacular language
of their respective countries. This architectural modernity was
officially represented at the 1929 Barcelona International Ex-
position by the national pavilions of Sweden, Yugoslavia
(Figure 10), Hungary, and France, along with Germany’s leg-
endary pavilion. The trade pavilions, in contrast, were not
subjected to institutional oversight and featured a far bolder
blend of architectonic languages—languages that intermingled
traits borrowed from “high” architectonic culture with “low”
elements typical of the popular world of themasses and leisure.
The ensuing imagery, spectacle, and consumerism of the non-
state-sponsored pavilions brought visitors face-to-face with a
far more imaginative type of architecture that often toyed
with fiction.26 Examples of such pavilions were the Barcelona
Savings Bank Pavilion, the Philippine Tobacco Company
Pavilion, the Calcetines Molfort’s (a sock manufacturer)
Pavilion, the Sociedad AnónimaUralita (a roofing materials
manufacturer) Pavilion, the Spanish Tourist Board Pavilion,
the CSHE (Ebro Water Authority) Pavilion (Figure 11), and
the German Electric Utilities Pavilion, the building under
study here.

The External Purism of the German Electric
Utilities Pavilion

We reject everything angular, everything dark, everything
overelaborate and awkward, we want to think clearly and work
clearly, and this is why we want to surround ourselves with
clear, straightforward things.27

The above quotation is taken from a speech read by Georg
von Schnitzler, German commissar general, at the 1929
Barcelona International Exposition. In this speech, pre-
sented at the opening of the official German Pavilion, he
summed up the image of Germany that he wanted to con-
vey to the world: “maximum simplicity and maximum
depth. . . . Our desire is to be absolutely truthful, to pay at-
tention to the spirit of the new era whose sign is this: sin-
cerity.”28 Judging by their dogmatic tone, universalizing
statements, and content, von Schnitzler’s words could well
have been borrowed from any manifesto about avant-garde
architecture in that period. The Electric Utilities Pavilion
designed by Mies aligned with this statement of the German
government’s intentions.

The pavilion was a three-quarter cube, exactly 20 meters
long, 20 meters wide, and 15 meters high (Figure 12).29 It was

Figure 9 Eusebi Bona i Puig, Hispano-Swiss Pavilion, Barcelona

International Exposition, 1929 (photo by Gabriel Casas i Galobardes;

Gabriel Casas i Galobardes collection, Arxiu Nacional de Catalunya;

© Núria Casas i Formiguera).
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simple, emphatic, and streamlined,with an autonomy springing
from its clear geometry. Unlike other creations by Mies, the
pavilion sat directly on the ground, with no intermediate plinth
or podium to detract from the building’s ideal shape, singularity,
simplicity, and oneness. The opaque nature of the cuboid was
obvious because it was a closed container with almost no open-
ings except the doorway, plus the small ventilation holes along
the top on two opposite sides, which emphasized the solidity of
the building. It had no glass façades, nothing shiny, no reflective
or transparent elements.

Most of the trade pavilions were located on Avinguda dels
Montanyans, but the Electric Utilities Pavilion was situated
on the lower part, in the corner of the exhibition center on
Plaza de la Luz (Figure 13).30 It was built between two of the
exposition’s most important buildings: the Communications
and Transport Palace and the Textile Industry Palace. As a re-
sult, the Electric Utilities Pavilion was almost completely

hidden and therefore almost completely overlooked by the
press, architects, and the general public. In addition, the
cube’s simple, understated design and its abstract, neutral,
and solid nature, which were so unlike the spectacular forms
of other buildings, did nothing to make the pavilion stand out
in the exposition.

The solidity of the cube’s form was evident on each of its
façades (Figure 14). The main façade had a single opening:
a large entrance/exit that was wider than it was high and faced
the Torre de la Luz (Figure 15). The two lateral walls were
identical to each other. The clean lines of the large white
faces that constituted these lateral walls were interrupted only
by four vertical I beams, arranged like pilasters sticking out
of each side wall, and eighteen square holes (measuring
40 centimeters along each side) almost at the top of the build-
ing, all of which were insignificant because of their size
and the ratio of the openings to the wall.31 Indeed, the rather

Figure 10 Dragisa Brasovan, Yugoslav Pavilion,

Barcelona International Exposition, 1929 (photo by

Pérez de las Rozas; Arxiu Fotogràfic de Barcelona;

© Arxiu Fotogràfic de Barcelona).

Figure 11 Regino Borobio, CSHE (Ebro Water

Authority) Pavilion, Barcelona International

Exposition, 1929 (photo by Gaspar-Sagara and

Torrents; Josep Maria Sagarra i Plana collection,

Arxiu Nacional de Catalunya; © Generalitat de

Catalunya).
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Figure 13 Official catalogue of the German

section, locations of German exhibits, Barcelona

International Exposition, 1929: 4, Palace of Graphic

Arts; 5, Palace of Agriculture; 6, Palace of the

Industrial and Applied Arts; 7, Palace of Metallurgy;

9, Palace of Projections; 10, Palace of

Communications and Transport; 11, Palace of the

Textile Industry; 30, German Pavilion; 46, Southern

Palace; 139, German Electric Utilities Pavilion

(Exposición Internacional de 1929, Arxiu Històric

Ciutat de Barcelona; © Arxiu Històric Ciutat de

Barcelona).

Figure 12 Ludwig Mies van der Rohe, Electric Utilities Pavilion, Barcelona International Exposition, 1929 (photo by Berliner Bild-Bericht;

© Bildarchiv Foto Marburg).
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extreme proportions of this solid-void ratio emphasized the
solidity of the pavilion. This Miesian opaque box was one of
the buildings designed separately and not in connection with
its surroundings, situated as an afterthought on a site where
any building would be overshadowed by the vast palaces in its
vicinity. Something very similar happened to the CSHE
(Ebro Water Authority) Pavilion (see Figure 11). This build-
ing, situated at the beginning of Avinguda dels Montanyans
and alongside the National Palace, was designed in keeping
with its own concept and message.32 This pavilion’s function,
subject matter, and outer appearance resembled those of
Mies’s opaque cube. It consisted of a white prism with a
fenêtre en longueur, or ribbon window, a tower in the shape of
a milestone bearing the company’s logo, and an entrance can-
opy, all in keeping with avant-garde architecture.33 Like the
Electric Utilities Pavilion, it was simply a container for func-
tional space, and its external appearance was the outcome of

Figure 14 Ludwig Mies van der Rohe, Electric Utilities Pavilion, Barcelona International Exposition, 1929, reconstruction of the floor plan and the main

and lateral elevation (author’s drawing).

Figure 15 Aerial view of the palaces and pavilions, including the Electric

Utilities Pavilion, during the Barcelona International Exposition, 1929

(photo by Josep Badosa).
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its functional requirements. It was an ephemeral, decontex-
tualized building designed to cater to its interior space; it
communicated the spirit of engineering and industrial
manufacturing and the importance of the product on display.

Unlike the outer walls of Mies’s Barcelona Pavilion, those
of the Electric Utilities Pavilion were built not of refined
materials but of brick with lime plaster. Although it seems
contradictory for an ephemeral building to be made of brick,
it happened on more than one occasion inMies’s work. In his
projects for the German pavilions at the 1934 Brussels Inter-
national Exposition and the 1929 Barcelona Exposition, Mies
used heavy, durable materials combined with the incipient
technology of glass and steel.

If an exhibition pavilion is the ideal building for experimen-
tation, why did Mies design this one in the form of an opaque
box with plain, white outer walls? At theWeissenhof Housing
Estate, Mies, the exhibition director, stipulated just two re-
quirements for the residential units: flat roofs and pale colors
for outer walls.34 Although these traits may seem novel, they
were already being used by some of Mies’s contemporaries.
Le Corbusier, who designed two buildings for theWeissenhof
Housing Estate, had coined what he called the “Law of
Ripolin” in 1915, in which he reflected on the role of white
walls in architecture.35 White façades eliminated everything
superfluous and emphasized what was essential, focusing
attention on the object. As MarkWigley puts it: “Whitewash
frees visuality. . . . The true status of the object is stripped of
its figurative masks and emerges simply in its purest form,
transparent to the beholder.”36

The only element in the Miesian opaque pavilion that
might distract the beholder from that streamlined viewwas the
visible metal structure. Four identical steel columns cast the
only shadows on the taut white surface of the cube’s two side
walls, dividing each one into five equal parts (see Figure 12).
Once again, in parallel with Mies’s block of flats on the
Weissenhof Housing Estate in Stuttgart, the modernist metal
structure not only supported the building and relieved its
outer walls of their load-bearing function but also dictated
the modular unit of the façades. Mies endowed the interior
of the Electric Utilities Pavilion with a freestanding space by
moving the structure—consisting of the front and back brick
walls and eight steel columns (four along each side wall)—
outward to the perimeter of the building (see Figure 14). The
outcome was a 20-meter-span portal frame consisting of six
parallel transverse frames 4 meters apart, the outer two being
the front and rear brick walls and the intermediate ones being
the metal columns.

Several of these stylistic and formal considerations have
caused Josep Quetglas to compare the Electric Utilities
Pavilion with the outer shell of Peter Behrens’s AEGTurbine
Factory, which Behrens designed when Mies was working
in his studio.37 For example, Quetglas notes each building’s

unit volume, the different appearance of the front and side
façades, the regularly spaced bare steel columns, and the
sign bearing the building’s name. Despite these similarities,
however, the two buildings have considerable differences.
Whereas the turbine factory was a modern version of a
Greek temple, with its stylobate intermediate section
flanked by side columns, pediment, and cornice, the Electric
Utilities Pavilion featured none of these elements. The under-
lying concept of the Miesian opaque pavilion was an abstract
box with no classical hierarchy in which, as mentioned above,
the columns in the structural frame were shifted to the outer
perimeter for one purpose alone: to create a large, open space.
It was a cuboid designed to create an inner space, a cuboid
whose neutrality was interrupted by lettering alone. It was the
only trade pavilion at the exposition with no company logo on
the outside.38

Mies had used lettering two years earlier to highlight the
Linoleum Werke Room, a hall he designed for Deutsche
Linoleum-Werke (DLW) in Stuttgart. He set the words on
two lines aligned with the right-hand doorpost—the same
layout he used for the Electric Utilities Pavilion (Figure 16).
While working on the Electric Utilities Pavilion, Mies also
experimented with lettering on two business premises: his
unrealized project for the Adam Department Store and a
small pavilion built for the Leipzig Spring Fair (1929), yet
another project commissioned by DLW (Figure 17).39 Like
the Electric Utilities Pavilion, this trade fair stand was a geo-
metric volume, aesthetically dependent on its advertising let-
tering, that aimed for the flexibility permitted by a free-span
interior space. Unlike the Electric Utilities Pavilion, however,
the Leipzig DLW stand was not opaque. Although the two
buildings were both built directly at ground level, the glass-
fronted ground floor of the Leipzig stand created an in-
door–outdoor link that Mies avoided in the Electric Utilities
Pavilion. In Barcelona, what really mattered was the interior
of the magic box; it was arranged so that everything inside
would be surprising, stunning, and novel.

An Empty Interior Shell
The interior of the pavilion was a large box, the walls of which
were covered with nothing but photos of Germany’s electrical
industry (Figure 18). Wilhelm Niemann took credit for the
work done on the interior murals and photographs, and also
claimed years later that he had helped build the pavilion, but
no evidence has been found of any acknowledgment by Mies
that might confirm such work by Niemann.40 Confirmation
of the contribution made by Fritz Schüler, on the other hand,
does exist. According to correspondence between Schüler and
Mies, Schüler, an engineer, helped Mies design the pavilion
interior. In a letter dated 13 March 1933, Schüler asked Mies
to certify his participation in the Electric Utilities Pavilion.41
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Figure 16 Ludwig Mies van der Rohe and Lilly

Reich, Linoleum Werke Room, The Dwelling

exhibition, Stuttgart, 1927 (© 2017 DLW Flooring

GmbH).

Figure 17 Ludwig Mies van der Rohe, Deutsche

Linoleum-Werke AG display, Leipzig Spring Fair,

1929 (© 2017 DLW Flooring GmbH).

Figure 18 Ludwig Mies van der Rohe and Fritz

Schüler, interior of the Electric Utilities Pavilion,

Barcelona International Exposition, 1929 (photo by

Berliner Bild-Bericht; © Mies van der Rohe,

VEGAP, Spain, 2017).
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Mies replied in writing five days later, thanking Schüler for his
work on the project.42

Mies and Schüler created a seamless spatial and physical
scenario inside the pavilion. The spatial continuum was the
result of the open plan, with no walls or partitions inside. In
visual terms, just two materials could be seen: the linoleum
covering the floor and the material lining the walls, on which
the photographs were printed. Printed images covered the
walls entirely, hiding not only the materials from which the
walls were constructed but also the spatiality of the cuboid it-
self. The cleverly arranged images seemed to make the outer
walls disappear.

The nature of the material on which the photos were
printed is not specified in any archival documents. Judging by
an indoor snapshot (see Figure 18) and Mies’s work on his
earlier exhibitions, it may have been fabric stretched across
a frame. Mies had used textile strips two years earlier on the
ceiling of the Glass Room and the walls of the Velvet and Silk
Café. These were the first halls that Mies designed in associ-
ation with Lilly Reich and the first Miesian spaces featuring
fabric as an architectonic element. They were followed by
more textile installations by Mies and Reich, such as the
German textile exhibit in the Barcelona industrial section,
which the two designed in parallel with Mies’s work on the
Electric Utilities Pavilion.

Although Reich showed Mies the potential of textiles, the
use of such materials not only to clad but to shape spaces al-
ready had a long history.43 As Adolf Loos states in “Das Prinzip
der Bekleidung,” textiles reveal their own meaning when they
clothewalls.44 Loos believed thatwhen fabrics are used to cover
a surface, they should remain true to their inherent nature and
not imitate the underlying surface in an attempt to pass them-
selves off as something they are not. In this instance, the outer
shell of the pavilion and its metal columns and façades did not
affect the interior of the pavilion; theymerely served to provide
a perfectly flat surface. Once the flatness of the container was
assured, everything was ready for the fabric—printed fabric in
this instance—to be installed. Inside the pavilion, the textiles
were what really mattered.

Fabric on the walls and the ceiling shaped the interior of
the pavilion and molded the container into square units, as
can be seen in the view of the interior (see Figure 18). The
photos continued around the corners of the building, re-
moving the impression of a delimited inner space.45 Their
seams modulated the canvas, although the grid that could
be seen on the walls and ceiling gave the impression of a
seamless whole that created spatial effects and depth. The
plain, horizontal ceiling hid the structure of the roof while
filtering the light emitted by fixtures above the fabric ceil-
ing scrim. The walls were like enormous advertisements
covered in fabric with an artificial landscape of images
printed on it. It was a landscape that softened the cuboid’s

geometry by blurring the edges, dihedral angles, and
planes in a spatial illusion. Just as this Miesian montage
sought to project spectators into a real scene, so the printed
photographs allowed spectators to enter re-created and
unusual places not normally seen or that could be captured
only by new devices able to transform the real world into
images.46

As a member of avant-garde movements in Germany
and as director of Werkbund exhibitions from 1923, Mies
was familiar with the technique and media impact of
photography.47 He was also well versed in New Objectiv-
ity photography and its stunningly beautiful portraits of
Germany’s booming industry that transformed factories
into veritable landmarks of New Architecture. No photo-
graph of the building is to be seen in the catalogue of the
Electric Utilities Pavilion; the aim of the catalogue seems
to be to convey an engineer’s view of the architecture of
Germany’s power plants. Aware of the possibilities of this
new technology, Mies used printed photos in subsequent
exhibitions, including German People/German Work, held
in Berlin in 1934, and the solo exhibition of his own work
held at New York’s Museum of Modern Art in 1947. On
12 March 1938 Mies patented his “Method for Printing
Wallpaper,” created in conjunction withWalter Peterhans and
brought to fruition thanks to Lilly Reich’s determination.48

Hidden within the Miesian opaque pavilion was a three-
dimensional panorama that represented a distant world. As if
inside a museum or theater, visitors to the exhibition discov-
ered the industrial landscape that characterized the age of the
machine and progress. Enlarged, continuous photographs
spanning apexes and edges concealed the outer walls of the
building, transforming it into a magic lantern showing a the-
ater stage on which reality and fantasy were ambiguously
acted out. Far from pursuing the harmonious external pro-
portions of this square cuboid pavilion, the interior became
a decidedly horizontal space recognizable thanks to the mod-
ulation of the fabric. In the photo of the interior, in which
the modules are clearly visible across the length and width of
the space, the space reads as horizontal (see Figure 18). I believe
Mies’s idea was not to emphasize the cube’s internal geometry
but to stress the box defined by the fabric and its images, which
was able to decorate a pure, white, undifferentiated space and
transform it into a completely different space, exploiting the
interplay of contrasting interiors and exteriors used since the
dawn of architecture.49 To achieve this, he reduced the ceiling
height and turned the pavilion into a theater with a rigging sys-
tem (Figure 19), a polyhedral theater not unrelated toFrederick
Kiesler’s experimental set design, Walter Gropius’s Total The-
ater, and the theater of Erwin Piscator, with its belief in human
behavior and capacities. The interior of the pavilion was illumi-
nated by means of overhead lights hidden in the ceiling. The
fabric layer diffused the artificial light evenly, giving the scene
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an impression of ethereal clarity. Like a theater, the opaque box
was hermetically sealed: the sixteen holes in the lateral walls
were vents for the heat and condensation given off by the spot-
lights mounted above the ceiling. The resemblance to a theater
was also apparent in the way the photographs were displayed,
toying with the deliberate contradiction of exhibiting an out-
door landscape inside a closed box.

The pavilion experimented with the relationship be-
tween the void in the box, defined by its own outer walls,
and the material nature of the box’s perimeter. It was a
building that, instead of exhibiting the outside world
through transparent glass, transformed itself into a world
disguised by the photographs covering the interior’s
brick-and-lime-mortar walls. The “exhibited image” was
the “image of the exhibition,” the pavilion’s distinguishing
brand or label. The cover of the official catalogue designed
by Franz Peffer features not the building but a fragment of
the image stamped on the fabric walls: an electricity pylon
beaming light onto the name of the pavilion and lighting
up the world at its feet (Figure 20). The text inside does not
provide information about the building. The only mention
of the pavilion is a short description of the exhibits on

display.50 In any case, the electricity pylon was the com-
pany’s icon, a landmark summing up the message: the scale,
power, and scope of this new source of energy. Inside the
pavilion, the pylon was depicted in the middle of the fabric
wall, merged with the exhibits, including mock-ups, maps,
and Miesian tubular furniture. The background and the
object created an atmosphere in which physical reality
blended with the projected scene.

We know about the layout and dimensions of the mock-
ups thanks to three pictures of the pavilion’s interior and an
article published in the Spanish daily La Vanguardia, which
describes in depth the subject matter of each mock-up and
the images printed on textiles (Figure 21).51 The images in
Mies’s montages tended to be clustered in the corners, leav-
ing empty areas in the middle. This drew visitors’ attention to
the mock-ups arranged symmetrically along each side. In ad-
dition, the lower parts of walls in the corners were the only
places in the pavilion where there were no images or mock-
ups. These wall surfaces were simply painted black. It was in
these dark areas that visitors were free to wander about, a
stagelike place once again where actors could appear and
disappear.52

Figure 19 Ludwig Mies van der Rohe, Electric Utilities Pavilion, Barcelona International Exposition, 1929, reconstruction of the cross section

(author’s drawing).
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Conclusion
In the Electric Utilities Pavilion and subsequent projects,
Mies used the visual effects of geometry, graphics, mural pho-
tos, and the position of objects to create a virtual reality inside
enclosed, prismatic spaces able to make spectators experience
new sensations. The architecture he created was not an “im-
age of architecture” but what I call an “architecture built of
images,” an architecture not intended to be a sculptural ob-
ject, but one that creates space in itself, that envisions archi-
tectural space as an encounter between inside and outside,
the self-contained and the expansive. This is an architecture
that, in keeping with Neumeyer’s approach, pursues the

humanist ideal of giving us a framework in a built space that
has a close-knit relationship with our perception and imagina-
tion.53 Although Mies’s idea for the pavilion was to create a
low-key building, the outcomewas quite the opposite: a “magic
box” in which the eye of the beholder shaped a special indus-
trial landscape.

In the Electric Utilities Pavilion, Mies discarded ideas,
experimented, and made discoveries. First, he sidelined
certain concepts, never to use them again. Never again
would he build opaque white cubes or other buildings di-
rectly on the ground. Second, it was in Barcelona that he
streamlined his concepts and experimented with contrasts,

Figure 20 Franz Peffer, cover of the official

catalogue for the Electric Utilities Pavilion (La

Economía Eléctrica en Alemania/Deutschlands

Elektrizitätswirtschaft/Electricity Supply in

Germany [Leipzig: Druck der Spamerschen

Buchdruckerei, 1929]).

Figure 21 Ludwig Mies van der Rohe and Fritz

Schüler, interior of the Electric Utilities Pavilion,

Barcelona International Exposition, 1929 (photo by

Berliner Bild-Bericht; © Mies van der Rohe,

VEGAP, Spain, 2017).
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building a national pavilion and a trade pavilion at opposite
ends of the architectural spectrum: open versus closed
space, flatness versus volume, daylight versus indoor light-
ing, subdued versus eye-catching materials, interior metal
structure versus exterior metal structure, centrifugal space
versus centripetal space, fact distorted by reflections and
fiction aspiring to reality. And third, it was here that Mies
discovered architectural principles that were to mark his
subsequent work. Whereas the Barcelona Pavilion is an ex-
ercise in locating outer walls in relation to columns, the
Electric Utilities Pavilion represents the first time in Mies’s
work that structure and outer walls are both shifted out-
ward to the building’s perimeter, in what Wallis Miller re-
gards as a forerunner of the studs in contact with the outer
walls of his American buildings.54 It was also the first time
that Mies used photo murals to create the materiality of the
interior of a building, in this case an industrial style that
subsequently evolved into his artistic interwar architecture
and culminated in the Convention Hall project.55 The multi-
strata montage of the Convention Hall project reflected the
concepts of interest to Mies in his final phase: materials, soci-
ety, and structure. It was in the Electric Utilities Pavilion that
Mies timidly experienced for the first time his longed-for iso-
tropic, democratic “universal space” with no columns, which
Neumeyer describes as “a space open on all sides with no col-
umns in the middle,” in which the indoor photographs
“joined together to create a three-dimensional panorama that
opened space up toward an imaginary horizon.”56

The information I’ve gleaned about this pavilion over years
of research has been frustratingly scant but sufficient to enable
me to interpret the building graphically. Hypotheses have
fallen into place. I have been able to translate literature and
photography into lines, the universal language of architecture.
And I have gradually managed to re-create the missing draw-
ings of what seemed at first to be a rather insignificant trade
pavilion. But this was no ordinary trade pavilion. Mies’s opa-
que cube was actually a life-size workshop where the architect
experimented with novel concepts, some of which became key
features of his subsequent work. It is my hope that these draw-
ings and this article will enable Mies’s opaque cube to emerge
from relative obscurity, after decades overshadowed by the
emblematic and eye-catching palaces of the 1929 Barcelona
International Exposition, and claim its rightful place in his
built legacy.
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10. According to Dietrich Neumann, the Barcelona Pavilion was not built for
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of the German commissioner Georg von Schnitzler. The German government
“firmly stated that while German industry should be present in Barcelona,
there was no need and there were no funds for the small ‘representative pa-
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